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The armed forces in recent times have placed much emphasis on
"counterinsurgency." With the intensification of communist inspired civil
wars this is understandable and necessary. But now we have substituted
two new terms which we prefer because they are more descriptive of the
total effort involved in these questions.
_
An "internal defense operation" is "any operation conducted by
LthiT host country or its allies--security establishment, military,
paramilitary, police or security organization--directly against armed
insurgents, their underground organization, support system, external
sanctuary or outside supporting power. "1
An internal development operation is "any operation undertaken
by [thiT host government or its allies to strengthen the local government politically, economically, socially or militarily, or make more
viable its national life." lA

During these two hours the instructor is going to discuss the
legal aspects of these operations, particularly with regard to military
action. Please understand that military action is sometimes, but not
always, the most efficient course of action. Under some circumstances,
recourse to economic and/or political action is a preferred alternative.
Also, you should appreciate that our focus on the legal aspects of military action is not intended to imply in the least that strategic, tactical, intelligence and logistical, etc., aspects are irrelevant. Your
instruction here should be blended with other specialized instruction
you have or will receive to complete the picture of military operations
against insurgents.
The purpose of this study guide is to give you some background in
the material which will be covered by the instructor. It is not a
substitute for the lectures themselves. However, the material contained
here will enhance the benefit of the conference hours for the student
and enable him to participate in the class. The Outline at Appendix 8
will assist you in taking notes during class.

1.
lAo

Army Regs. No. 320-5, Dictionary of United States Army Terms,
Change No.2, p 215 (21 Feb 66).
AR 320-5, Change No.2, 215 (21 February 1966).
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FIRST HOUR -- INTElRNATIONAL LAW AND CIVIL WAR
Introduction
Since internal defense/internal development operations, by their very
definition, contemplate relationships between States, international
law provides part of the legal aspects of these operations. Therefore,
during his formal presentation your instructor will discuss what international law is, the part the United States has played in its development, some of the guidelines and rules it provides for rational international relations, and particularly its guidelines and rules pertaining
to internal defense/internal development operations.
I.

NATURE OF INTElRNATIONAL LAW

It will be apparent from the following material that international
law is part of the law of the United States. The instructor will discuss
how international law is regarded by our Constitution and by our courts
and law enforcing agencies. These materials will give you some insight
on the nature and development of international law and where we look to
discover what the law is, or what are called the "Evidences of International
Law."

International law is a law for states. The world today is
divided into more than 120 States. There is not a land area of the
globe that is not controlled in one way or another by one of them.
International law is designed to guide the conduct of States not only
when they deal with one another but also in their transactions with
other international organizations such as the International Committee
of the Red Cross and the United Nations, and to a limited extent, their
dealings with individuals.
International law exists because it is to the benefit of all the
States that some sort of order govern their international dealings.
There may be disagreement among them as to what law applies to a given
situation. But there is no disagreement as to the central fact that
some sort of rules are necessary to reduce friction.
Rules are necessary when it is understood just what entity international law is attempting to govern. Mankind has organized itself
into "States." These "States" have each taken on a personality. In
the first instance, it is to these "States" that international law is
addressed.
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States in the State system are said to be "sovereign." This
means that they are (1) supreme within their own borders and (2) independent of legal control by some other State. They alone are the supreme
lawmaker and regulator of activities within their borders. This
"supreme within" is not only a right, but also a responsibility. The
State is usually responsible for everything that occurs within its
borders. No State can arrest individuals within the borders of another
State, or in any other manner exercise authority within another State
without that State's consent. Though a State may be "supreme within"
it cannot be supreme outside its borders. Therefore, the second aspect of sovereignty, "independent without," does not mean the State
is in any sense supreme outside its boundary. Its independence from
other States merely means that one State cannot dictate law to another.
But since rules are necessary for some sort of international order,
these rules are made by the States themselves. Therefore, the States
themselves are the ultimate drafters of the content of international
law. The following shows the manner in which States make rules for
their own international conduct.
II .

DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

In general, the rules of international law are derived from. the
common consent of the nations of the world. Determination of whether
such consent exists in a particular case is a question of fact.
A.

Custom.

Until fairly recent times, international laws have been
developed primarily by the customary practice of states. At the
present time there are many conventions, pacts, or treaties which
cover a wide scope of international law. However, custom still retains a prominent position, both because it is through custom that
conventions are interpreted and because many conventions (treaties)
are not considered binding as general international law until their
doctrines are accepted as customary by some nations which are not
parties to the Convention. In the beginning, a treaty is binding
only on the parties to it.
Some definitions of custom are:
(1) (Custom arises when) . • • a clear and continuous
habit of doing certain things a certain way has grown up under the
conviction that this habit is obligatory 01' right.
(2)

State practice accepted as law between nations.
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(3) Custom is a usual or habitual course of action, a
long-established practice; in international relations, a long-established
practice of states. But the frequency of conduct, the fact that certain
actions or abstentions have repeatedly been performed during a certain
period of time, is only one element of the law-creating fact called
custom. The second element is the fact that the individuals whose
conduct constitutes the custom must be convinced that they fulfill,
by their actions or abstentions, a duty, or that they exercise a
right. 2
As may be seen from the definitions set out above, the essence
of customary international law lies not only in the existence and
universal application of the custom but in that it is accepted as
obligatory by the nations of the world, or at least a large proportion
of those nations. It then becomes "accepted as law."

The determination that a certain usage has blossomed into customary international law is a factual one. As in the case with most
factual determinations, there are a number of criteria to be studied
in order to resolve the issue.
Judge Manley O. Hudson has suggested the following criteria for
determining the existence of a rule of customary international law:

(a)

Concordant practice by a number of States
with reference to a type of situation
falling within the domain of international
relations.

(b)

Continuation or repetition of the practice
over a considerable period of time.

(c)

Conception that the practice is required
by, or consistent with, prevailing international law.
General acquiescence in the practice by
other states. 3

2.

Kelsen, Principles of International Law

3.

Briggs, The Law of Nations

307 (1952).

25 (3d Edition, 1952).
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There are two interesting United States Supreme Court cases which
show how a court examines facts in order to determine the existence of a
rule of international law. In The Paquete Habana,4 the Court determined
that a rule of customary international law exempted coastal fishing vessels from capture by enemy nations. The Court examined the practice of
practically every navy in the world on this point dating back to an agreement between England and France on the subject during the Hundred Years
War (1403). The Court determined that since 1794 the uniform practice
of so many maritime States had developed a rule. of customary international
law which was binding on the United States. By the judgment of the Court
the owners of two Spanish coastal fishing vessels were compensated for
their capture by the United States navy during the Spanish American War.
The second case, The Scotia,5 dealt with the question of whether international law required sailing vessels to carry colored lights instead of
white ones. It also dealt with the positioning of the lights. In this
case the determination that such a rule existed was made from the numerous
examples of such requirements in the national laws of the great maritime
nations and their acceptance by other nations as binding international law.
It must be remembered that these decisions themselves did not make the
rules in question international law, except in so far as they bound other
United States courts. However, they would be strong additional evidence
of what the customary rules of international law are.
B.

International Agreements.

A convention or agreement or treaty (merely different titles
given to international agreements) is normally binding only on those
states that are a party to it. It may either codify, expand or modify
an existing rule of customary law, or it may abrogate such a rule as
between the parties, or it may make a rule where none existed before.
Many modern authorities in the field have compared treaties
to "international legislation." This is helpful provided you understand
that classic international law doctrine holds that treaties do not bind
States which do not consent to be bound. However, many examples of
international conventions which shaped customary law can be given.
Conventions tend to establish international law for nonparties by:

4.

175 U.S. 677 (1900).

5.

14 Wallace 170 (1871).
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(1) Purporting to codify a preexisting rule of international
law. Many treaties contain provisions that pnrport to expound a valid
preexisting rule of international law. They are followed by the contracting parties, not only because they are part of the treaty, but also
because they are considered binding customary international law. Such
a fact lends substantiation to a later assertion that the rule is a
custom followed as international law. Naturally the greater the number
of nations that follow it, and the more often it is followed as binding,
the more likely it is to be universally accepted as such.

(2) Establishing a strong precedent and incentive for
nonsignatory nations to follow. There has been a substantial increase
in the fre~uency and importance of agreements made, not by two or three
states as a matter of private business, but by a considerable proportion
of the civilized states at large, for the regulation of matters of
general and permanent interest. Such acts are often the result of conferences held for that pnrpose, and they are framed to permit the subse~uent adhesion of Powers not originally parties to the proceedings.
When all or most of the great Powers have deliberately agreed to these
rules, they will have very great influence even among those states
which have never expressly adopted them. Often, in the absence of
prompt and effective dissent by some Power of the first rank, the rule
may well, in time, become universally accepted as binding international
law by parties and non-parties alike.
For instance, not all belligerents in World War II
were parties to the Hague Convention No. IV, Respecting the Laws and
Customs of War on Land, drafted in 1907. However, many of the rules
announced in that Convention and its attached Regulations had become
binding on all civilized nations. Perpetrators were thus held accountable for violations of the rules against assassination, denial
of ~uarter, improper use of flags of truce and mistreatment of prisoners,
whether or not their government was a party to the Hague Convention.
III .

EVIDENCES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

EVidences of international law are the books used to determine
the content and extent of the law created by treaties, custom and
general principles. The principle evidences are books by historians
and learned international lawyers, state documents relevant to international relations, instructions to the armed forces, and decisions of
national and international courts.
A.

Text Writers.

Courts have valued the role of text writers in international
law as expert witnesses of the law.
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1.

West Rand Central Gold Mining Company v. The King. 6

"The views expressed by learned writers on international
law have done in the past, and will do in the future, valuable service
in helping to create the opinion by which the range of the consensus of
civilized nations is enlarged. But in many instances their pronouncements must be regarded rather as the embodiments of their views as to
what ought to be, from an ethical standpoint, the conduct of nations
inter se, Lamong themselveiT than the enunciation of a rule or practice
so universally approved or assented to be fairly termed . . . law.

*

*

*

*

*

. the international law sought to be applied must,
"
like anything else, be proved by satisfactory eVidence, which must show,
either that the particular proposition put forward has been recognized
and acted upon by our own country, or that it can hardly be supposed that
any civilized state would repudiate it. The mere opinions of jurists,
however eminent or learned, that it ought to be so recognized, are not
in themselves sufficient. They must have received the express sanction
of international agreement, or gradually have grown to be part of international law by their frequent practical recognition in dealings between
various nations . . . . II

2.

The Paquete Habana. 7

"Such works are resorted to by judicial tribunals, not for
the speculation of their authors concerning what the law ought to be, but
for trustworthy evidence of what the law really is."

3. In Queen v. Keyn,8 it was stated that, "no unanimity on
the part of theoretical writers would warrant the judicial application
of the law on the sole authority of their views or statements."
It may be said that the opinions of authors are, in the
final analysis, only as authoritative as the evidence upon which those
opinions are based. While this may be true as to opinions concerning
existing law, it cannot be denied that the works of authors have done
much to influence the development of international law.

6.

2 Kings Bench 391 (1905).

7.

175

8.

2 Exch. Div. 63 (1876).

u.s.

677 (1900).
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B.

State Documents.

International law in action is most frequently seen not as
an issue to be litigated in court, but as the basis for the action of
States in the conduct of international affairs. Therefore, primary
evidence of international law is to be found in State documents pertinent to these affairs. In the case of the United States many of these
documents can be found in an annual publication called Papers Relating
to the Foreign Relations of the United States. In addition, the United
States position in various international affairs is reflected in the
State Department Bulletin, a weekly publication. Other States have
similar publications, as does the United Nations, and its predecessor,
the League of Nations.

c.

Judicial Decisions.

Normally, the decision of a national court, on a question
of international law, is binding only upon the parties to the dispute;
and in the United States, on the other courts subject to judicial review by the court rendering the decision. However, a fairly unanimous
body of decisions by national courts on a point of international law
will usually furnish compelling criteria for the ascertainment of a
rule of international law. This is pa rticularly true of courts in the
major countries. Such decisions are most compelling when the decisions
put international interests first and national interests second.
There is no rule which requires judicial precedent to be
followed in international law. Hence, precedents are not binding
authorities. However, judicial precedent is still a major guide to
international law .
. . . ~udges, statesmen, and lawyers dealing
with questions of international law inevitably give
weight to the work of their predecessors and their
colleagues. The customary side of international law
has, like the common law, largely developed from case
to case, and an increasing number of these cases have
been submitted to international tribunals or have come
before the "municipal" courts of various nations. Decisions of the courts play an important part in the
development of customary law. They help to form international custom and they show what the courts, national
or international, have accepted as international law. 9
Technically the decision of an international tribunal with
respect to an international law question is binding only on the States
appearing before it. However, the decision will help in similar cases
because it is supported by a written, reasoned opinion which is likely
to be considered persuasive.

9.

Bishop, International Law

37 (2d ed. 1962).
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The impor tance of the judic ial oplnlo ns of natio nal court
s
as compared to intern ation al tribu nals shoul d not be overlo
oked. First ,
the natio nal court s actua lly decid e far more cases invol
ving intern ation al
law than does the Inter natio nal Court of Justic e. In addit
ion, as Judge
Laute rpach t obser ved, the cumu lative effec t of unifor m decis
ions of munic ipal
court s is to estab lish evide nce of "inte rnatio nal custom
."lO
Havin g seen how intern ation al law devel ops and how we determ
ine
what the law is, how does the law opera te?
IV.

FUNCTIONS AND SANCTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
A.

Funct ions.

In gener al, intern ation al law provi des the princ
and rules to accommodate the conce pt of "sove reign ty" i.e., iples , stand ards
"supre me
withi n--ind epend ent witho ut." More parti cular ly, intern
ation al law performs , in a more or less effic ient manne r, five princ ipal
funct ions.
1. It promo tes effici ency in intern ation al trans
State s are not econo mical ly self-s uffic ient; they must tradeactio ns.
. Inter natio nal law provi des a basis for agreem ents on unifor m
system s of
weigh ts and measu res, prohi bition of traff ic in slave s,
regul ation of
traff ic in drugs and coope ration to preve nt pirac y. All
of this coordin ation is made effic ient by using intern ation al law.
2. It encou rages recip rocal limit ation s on indisc rimin ate
appli catio n of power in intern ation al relati ons. Thus crimi
nals may,
by treat y, be extra dited from one count ry to anoth er, for
it would be
illeg al for one state to go into anoth er to kidna p a man
sough t for
offen ses again st the law of the acting state . Simil arly,
no matte r
how hosti le state s may be towar d one anoth er for the time
being ,
their visiti ng diplom ats are accor ded immun ity and treate
d with digni ty,
which is the manner calle d for by the sover eignty of the
State they
repre sent. So after Pearl Harbo r was attack ed witho ut warni
ng,
arrang ement s were made to prote ct the Japan ese diplom ats
until they
could be removed from the Unite d State s and safely return
ed
The Japan ese did the same for the Unite d State s diplo mats. to Japan .
The rules of warfa re and neutr ality have also devel oped
as part of this funct ion. As a resul t, the existe nce of
war does not
make every enemy perso n and every type of enemy prope rty
a legiti mate
targe t for our firepo wer.

10.

Laute rpach t, Devel opmen t of Inter natio nal Law by the Inter
natio nal
Court 31-32 (1958 ).
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3. It affords some security of expectations. When States
agree on a certain course of conduct it is routinely expected that the
agreed course of conduct will be followed. The rules for navigation
safety, which are rules of inte'rnational law, are a useful example of
this function. All vessels of a certain type are required to show
lights of certain colors at certain positions on the ship. When lights
of another ship are made out in the distance, the position of the lights
in relation to each other reveals what direction she is headed. The
position of the lights in relation to the horizon reveals her distance
from the viewing Ship. The viewing ship can thus maneuver to avoid
collision. Without such security of expectation provided by the international law, lights on ships would provide no reliable information except that there was another ship out there.

4. It rallies support for our decisions to exercise power.
In the case of our decision to go to the aid of South Viet Nam, if we
did not have a rational legal argument for our action we would be less
able to rally the support of our free world allies in that action.
The "third blOC," the nations unconnnitted in the cold war struggle of
ideologies, would be less likely to abstain from involvement. But
our action in Viet Nam is based on a strong, rational legal argument,
and we do have the active support of many free world allies.
5. It sets the outer limits on national authority.
International law determines spheres wherein the State may operate
as supreme. First, international law determines the legal existence
of the State and the point in time when it came into existence or
ceased to exist. Second, it determines the territorial limits of the
State. Third, it determines the people over whom the State has jurisdiction. Fourth, it determines the functional subject matters which
State law may regulate and those which may be regulated only by international law. For instance, a State is not obliged by general international law to admit aliens to its territory. However, if it does
admit aliens, the state is required by inrIrnational law to grant these
aliens certain minimum legal protections.
B.

Sanctions.

International law has its own kinds of sanctions, although
at certain given times and places they may be ineffective to control,
prevent, or give redress for the violation of the law. Hackworth aptly
summarizes the sanctions of international law and their effectiveness
in the following words:
Whether the answer to the question as to how international law is made effective is to be found in the will
of the state, in the state's ultimate responsibility for
its own action or failure to act, in its fear of war or

11.

Kelsen, Principles of International Law
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205-253 (1952).

reprisals, in the effect of world opinion, or in a combination of any two or more of these, it is certain that states,
sovereigns, parliaments, and public officials usually feel
either bound by the commonly accepted precepts of international law or under the necessity of explaining their departure from those precepts. Whatever be the sanction upon
which the enforcement of international law rests, its effectiveness increases as the nations of the world find it not
only to their benefit but also to the benefit of the community of nations to conduct their relations according to
certain generally accepted standards possible of performance
and at the same time fair and reasonable. 12
Though, as Hackworth has said, States may feel bound by a rule, those
critical of international law as "law" maintain that this feeling of
being "bound" is more moral than legal because of the absence of a
central sanction-enforcing authority. The defenders of the legal
quality of international law point out that sanctions do exist in
international law, though not exercised by one authority.13 For
example, war crimes trials along with reprisals have long been
sanctions for violation of the law of war.

V.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

After examining the nature of international law and the role of
our government agencies in the development of the law, the instructor
will take up a number of international situations in a sequence moving
from tranquility to hostility, and discuss the application of international law to these situations. Appendices 1 - 3 to this study guide
are pertinent to the early part of the sequence and you should be
familiar with them prior to class. The appendices contain examples of
treaties relevant to normal international cooperation for the improvement of the living conditions of the people of the countries concerned.
Although international cooperation is a desirable means of attaining shared goals for the improvement of living conditions, there
are situations in which international law imposes restrictions and
conditions upon the aid which the government of one state may give the
government of another state, even when such aid is requested. Primarily
these situations are rebellions against the government which is the
intended recipient of aid. The instructor will explain the rules of
international law pertaining to aid by foreign states to rebels, and
rules pertaining to aid by foreign states to the established (loyalist)
government. He will distinguish two stages of civil war, "insurgency"
12.

Hackworth, Digest of International Law 12 (1940).

13·

See Brierly, The Law of Nations 69-70 (5th ed. 1955); Kelsen,
Principles of International Law 3-89 (1952); and Jessup, A
Modern Law of Nations 4-10 (1952).
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and "belligerency," and point up the differences the distinction makes
in the application of international law. He will introduce one of the
new developments in international law pertinent to insurgency warfare:
Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions of 1949. Article 3 will be one of
the principal points for discussion in the second hour of this conference.
LArticle 3 is contained in Appendix 6 of this study guide~ It represents
a very significant development in international law. Prior to its adoption, international law had little or nothing to say about how a government must treat its own citizens. Study the provisions of Article 3
carefully. Your instructor will discuss this Article in depth, since
it is one of the few rules of international law designed specifically
to pertain to insurgency warfare.
The following material is designed to provide you with the
background upon which is based the United States policy regarding insurgency
and internal defense/internal development operations at the present time.
VI .

THE "COLD WAR" .AND INSURGENCY

Since the Second World War, foreign State involvement in rebellions
against established governments has become more frequent. The people of
the world have become aware of what is beyond their doorstep. The poor
who have eked out a bare subsistence for centuries seek to achieve the
comforts which they know are available to other people. Many governments
are aware of the need to raise the standard of living of the people,
but, because of lack of trained personnel and economic backwardness,
progress has been slow and the people are restless and anxious to speed
the achievement of their goals, by revolution if necessary.
A.

Legality of Self-determination by Revolution.

"Self-determination" of peoples is a recognized right in
international law. The right is given expression in Article 1, paragraph 2 of the United Nations Charter. But it was given expression
long before by Thomas Jefferson, then Secretary of State, in his message
to Mr. Morris, the United States Minister to France on 12 March 1793,
concerning the recognition of the new Government of France achieved by
bloody revolution:
"It accords with our principles to acknowledge any
government to be rightful which is formed by the will
of the nation substantially declared . . . We surely
cannot deny to any nation the right whereon our own
government is founded, that everyone may govern itself
according to whatever form it pleases, and to change these
forms at its own will. . . The will gf the nation is the
only thing essential to be regarded."l
14.

I Moore, Digest of International Law 120 (1906).
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B.

Inter natio nal Connnunism and "Self -dete rmina tion."

Revol ution is, under intern ation al law, as legiti mate a
means of "self- deter minat ion" as any other . The Unite d
State
be the last to deny this. But foreig n instig ation and suppo s would
rt of rebellio n is no more "self- deter minat ion" than is outrig ht
conqu est.
However, intern ation al connnunism has found in natio nal unres
t a ferti le
groun d to sow its seeds of disco ntent and has reape d a remar
kable
harve st with the use of artfu l propa ganda such as this expre
ssion of
Premi er Khrus hchev .
"Libe ration wars will contin ue to exist as long as
imper ialism exist s, as long as colon ialism exist s. These
are revol ution ary wars. Such wars are not only admis sible
but inevi table , since the colon ialist s do not grant independe nce volu ntari ly. . . What is the attitu de of the
Marx ists towar d such upris ings? A most posit ive one. These
upris ings must not be ident ified with wars among state s,
with local wars, since in these upris ings the peopl e are
fighti ng for imple menta tion of their right of self-d eterm
inatio n,
for indep enden t socia l and natio nal develo pment . These
are uprising s again st rotten react ionar y regim es, again st the
colon izers. The Connnunists fully suppo rt such just wars and march
the front rank with the peopl es wagin g libera tion strug gles."

19

This is a dange rous progra m annou nced by Premi er Khrus hchev
,
dange rous not only to the secur ity of the Unite d State s
in the conte xt
of the "cold war," but also to the very indep enden ce of
the peopl e deceive d by such Connnunist propa ganda . Profe ssor Sigmund
Neumann has
descr ibed very accur ately the prese nt state of thing s, when
he wrote :
"In the age of the intern ation al civil war it is
not alway s neces sary to move armie s acros s natio nal front
iers
in order to win major battl es. A centr al revol ution ary
authori ty, enfor ced by the new weapons of phych ologic al warfa
re,
can direc t its order s by remot e contr ol throu gh the wellestab lished revol ution ary ~ipelines of the discip lined party
withi n the bord er. . . LThe hero or villa in who sudde nly
determ ines the fate of a natio~ is not the patte rn of the
twent ieth centu ry revol ution . It is total itaria n and institut ional ized, oper~ting to play its role in the inter
natio nal civil war. "It>
15.

N. K. Khrus hchev , addre ss to Highe r Party Schoo l, Academ
y of Socia l
Scien ces, Insti tutes of Marxi an-Le ninism of the Centr al
Connn ittees,
Connnunist Party of the Sovie t Union , 6 Jan 1961.

16.

Neumann, The Inter natio nal Civil War, I World Polit ics 333,
(1949 )·
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The foreign manipulations of insurgent forces within a
State will often fall short of sending in the regular army of a
foreign State. However, a common technique is the employment of
armed bands which infiltrate across the border and act as cadres for
the local insurgent forces. Often these armed bands are'inhabitants
of the country in revolt who have returned after having been trained
and equipped in a foreign State. 1 7 There is no dramatic crossing of
the border. The border State, if friendly to the insurgents, not only
offers them a haven from pursuit by the established government, it
also assures them some degree of control of their own country bordering on the friendly foreign State,
C.

Legality of Foreign Support for Insurgent Rebels.

States have understood the danger of such subversive foreign
intervention, both to the idealized "self-determination," and more recently, to world peace. When Greece complained to the General Assembly
of the United Nations that aid was being given to rebel guerrillas by
her northern neighbors (Yugoslavia and Albania) the discussion in the
United Nations turned on the very difficult question of proof. During
the debates, no one challenged the legal proposition that such aid,
"There is no doubt that a foreign State
if proven, was unlawful. l
commits an international delinquency by assisting insurgents in spite
of being at peace with the legitimate Government."19
The United Nations General Assembly is aware of the threat to
world peace posed by foreign intervention to promote and support ins1lrgency. In a resolution on November 17, 1950, it stated:
"Whatever the weapons used, any aggression, whether
committed openly or by fomenting civil strife in the
interest of a foreign power, or otherwise, is the gravest
of all crimes against peace and security throughout the
world. "20

17·

See Brownlie, International Law and the Activities of Armed Bands,
7 Int'l Compo L. Quart. 712-735 (1958), for a comprehensive treatment of the action of armed bands since 1945.

18.

General Assembly 2d Session, 1st Committee, 60th meeting, p. 34;
reported in III United Nations Bulletin 301, 355, 512 (1947).
See also Yearbook of the UN, 1947-48, pp. 337, et. seq.

19.

II Oppenheim, International Law 660 (7th ed Lauterpacht 1952).

20.

Wright, United States Intervention in the Lebanon, 53 Am. J. Int'l
L. 112, 123 (1959).
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However, the United Nations has achieved less than ideal success in
dealing with aggression. This leads us to consider what steps the
established (loyalist) government may take to meet the threat and what
assistance it might receive from foreign governments in sympathy with
it.
D.

Legality of Foreign Support for the Loyalist Government
Against Rebel Insurgents.

An insurgent party is not a sovereign nation maintaining
or entitled to the usual relations with other nations of the world.
That being the case, "recognition of a State of insurgency" does not
legally justify a foreign state in giving aid to insurgents, nor does
it make a foreign state neutral under international law. It has been
the practice of foreign states to resist insurgent's efforts to interfere with the normal international trade and relations of the loyalist
government. 2l It has also been the practice of states to respond
favorably to re~uests from the loyalist government for military assistance against insurgents who are aided by subversive intervention.
In this regard, the Havana Convention on the Rights and Duties of
States in the Event of Civil Strife provides smongst other things :",
"Article l . The contracting States bind themselves to observe the
following rules with regard to civil strife in another one of them .•
Third: Tb forbid the traffic in arms and war material, except when
intended for the Government, while the belligerency of the rebels has
not been recognized, in which latter case the rules of neutrality shall
be applied. "22

It is a principle of international law that " . . . aid to
the established government during insurgency or rebellion is legal,
prior to recognition of belligerency, and unless limited by a treaty
or agreement."23 (The Charter of the Organization of American States
2l.

Powers, Insur ency and the Law of Nations, Vol. l6, No.4 The JAG
Journal 55 May 19 2 sets forth numerous exsmples of United States,
German, British, French and Portugese resistance to insurgent interference with trade conducted by those powers with the loyalist governments of Mexico, Spain and Brazil.

22.

46 Stat. 2749; T.S. 8l4; 20 Feb 1928 (effective 2l May 1930).

23.

Powers, op. cit. supra note 2l, at 63.
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Article l5 may be such a limitation.)24 But particularly when a
rebellion is instigated and'sustained by foreign support, the loyalist
government may legally obtain aid from foreign governments in sympathy
with it.

E.

Questions and Answers Based Upon a Hypothetical Situation.

The following hypothetical situation and subsequent questions
will highlight the problems that surround the legal and political justification for aid to an established government. The questions are designed to generate discussion. There are no cut and dried answers;
answers which follow are merely guides. Doctrinaire answers do not
always solve problems generated by the complex and powerful forces at
work in the international relations of states:
"State X is a member of the nations of the free world, and
occupies a strategic geographical position in the Cold War. Its
government has tried its best to raise the standard of living of the
citizens. However, because of the lack of trained personnel and the
economic backwardness of the area, progress has been slow. The people
are dissatisfied. Propaganda discrediting the government and linking
it with the forces of reaction and colonialism is directed from a
neighboring Communist State. This same State begins to supply the more
militant of the citizens of State X with arms. Soon guerrilla warfare
breaks out in State X led by local Communists. The revolt is a "popular"
one in the sense that the majority of the people are dissatisfied with
their present conditions. It is this dissatisfaction that the local
Communists have seized upon in their bid to take over the government."
Question l. Can the United States legally intervene in this conflict
without the consent of the duly established government?
Answer. Generally no. The only justification for such intervention
would be protection of our nationals in State X in the event that State
is unable to protect them, as was the case in the Dominican Republic,
April 1965. LBut see Q. 8 below~
Question 2. If the government does consent, does this alter the facts
sufficiently enough to change your answer to (l) above?
Answer. Yes. A duly established government may seek help in order to
resist outside intervention.
Question 3. Can any shaky government call upon other States to help it
keep its control over its own citizens?
Answer.

24.

Generally no.

It all depends upon the causes of its instability.

2 U.S.T. and O.I.A. 2394; T.I.A.S. 236l; 30 April 1948 (effective
l3 December 1951).
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Question 4. If "no" to (3) above, does the fact that the revolt in the
problem is incited and supported by international Communism make any
difference.
Answer. Yes. If such instability were caused by outside forces this
may be a justification.
Question 5. Does it make any difference at what point in the rebellion
the request for aid is extended by the government to another State;
that is, maya government only extend an invitation early in the struggle
or can the invitation still be a valid justification for intervention
when the government is hanging on by a thread?
Answer. It does make a difference. If it is late in the struggle,
the insurgents may have gained the status of a belligerency. If so,
then the laws of neutrality may preclude legitimate outside help to
the established government. If the rebels receive aid from a foreign
power before or after they have gained the status of a belligerent,
other powers in sympathy with the established government may feel
compelled to aid it in the absence of effective U.N. action. In such
a case there exists a very grave threat to international peace.
Question 6. Suppose the neighboring Communist State had done nothing
to foster the revolt and the idea is entirely that of the local Communists
in State X. The neighboring Communist State, though it has done nothing
to aid the revolt, would naturally like to see it succeed. In such
circumstances would the U.S. be justified in intervening with armed
forces on behalf of the duly established government?
Answer. This is a difficult question because it assumes something that
is very difficult to accept--namely, that "good" Communists do not help
other Communists. If the facts are precisely as stated, the answer is
no. But if Communism is taken as a world movement, then there would be
no such thing as a "local" Communist. If Communism is an international
movement, the danger to the United States would be as great no matter
how a particular state fell to Communism. Nevertheless, it would be
difficult to say that the people of a particular state could not freely
choose Communism if they truly wished to do so.
Question 7. If the United States intervenes to help the government in
power upon the request of such government, does such intervention justify
the intervention by another State to assist those in rebellion?
Answer. No. Unlike the case of foreign support for rebels, aid to the
established (loyalist) government, being legal, does not give rise to
a legal right to intervene to counteract that aid.

l7

Question 8. Would it make any difference if the states which intervened
on behalf of the government in power were all members of a regional organization such as the Organization of American states, the same organization to which state X belongs?
Answer. Such collective intervention would underscore the fact that the
intervention was not the unilateral decision of one State but reflected
a regional community concern about the penetration of the area by the
Communist movement. Otherwise the same rules generally apply as to the
intervention of only one state at the request of the government in power.
But the agreement of the regional organization may include an advance
invitation or implied consent for other members of the Organization to
enter a member State on behalf of the government in the event of a rebellion. This would negate the need for a current invitation.
F.

The Value of Knowing the Reasons for and Philoso h
Internal Defense Internal Development Operations.

Back of

The average military man has plenty to do in his own job.
He may wonder why he should know anything about our political philosophy
or about the international rules surrounding intervention.
Admiral Burke's testimony to Congress is an appropriate
answer to such a question:
"We have had a tragic example . . . of what can
happen when American soldiers are trained only for
combat but not for understanding what they are fighting
for or against. The . . . success of the enemy in
eroding the will of our men captured in Korea is not
incredible really.
"It was, as has been proven, due simply to the
inability of those troops to resist even rUdimentary
arguments and persuasions concerning the nature of
constitutional government and the background of the
decision to resist an assault against it on a remote
battlefield. "25
We must know we are involved and we must also know the rules
which the President and Congress have laid down for us to follow.
These rules may be termed "legalistic" by some. However, knowledge of
them is essential. Commanders must be aware of them in order that they
may take intelligent action. We are educating officers of the United
States, officers of the most powerful army in the world which is engaged in an operation as vital to our country as that of any undertaking
in our history. Officers who want simple answers will find none. Simple
25.

Admiral Arleigh A. Burke, "Excerpts of Testimony before the Senate
Armed Services Subcommittee," 23 January 1962.
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answers, explanations in terms of one syllable or the "I do as I'm told"
philosophy are a "luxury" which, if ever, we can no longer afford. Those
favoring such a philosophy would do well to ponder the words of Elihu
Root who justified the founding of the Army War College by saying:
" . • . the officer who keeps his mind alert by
intellectual exercise, and who systematically studies
the reasons of action . . . . will be t~e stronger
practical man and the better soldier."2
G.

Belligerency.

The primary purpose of this instruction is to familiarize the
student with the legal aspects of internal defense/internal development
operations, and this puts the focus on an insurgency-type "civil war."
However, civil war can take on proportions far beyond those of insurgency.
International law acknowledges a concept of "belligerency" to exist
when a successful insurgency has escalated to take on characteristics
such as those of our American Civil War, 1861-65.
In the event of a "belligerency" all of the customary international laws of war apply. This requires both sides to observe the
rules for conducting hostilities, treatment of captives, sick and wounded
and property. Some of the options available to the participants in an
insurgency (particularly for loyalists) are removed. Your instructor
will examine the conditions which the rebellion must meet to be classified as a "belligerency" and discuss the legal consequences of this
classification.
So that you may be better prepared to discuss the conditions
required for "belligerency," briefly they are:
1.
hostilities.

There must be a rebellion consisting of general

2. The revolutionaries must act like an army, observing
the rules of warfare and taking orders from a responsible authority.
3. The rebels must have an organized government which can
govern effectively.

4. The rebels must control a substantial (meaningful) part
of the territory of the state and be able to maintain their authority
therein.

26.

I Jessup, Elihu Root 258 (1938).
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5. Third states face the practical necessity of "recognizing
the belligerency."
In today's international political arena it is unlikely that
the fUNh condition will be met. This is because recognition calls for
application of neutrality laws. States in sympathy with the loyalist
government would refrain from extending recognition of belligerency because that puts the loyalists at a disadvantage. States interested in
subverting the loyalists and supporting the rebels find their purpose
best served by clandestine methods at this stage of the rebellion. If
they recognized a belligerency, their hand would be forced. This leaves
the rebellion in a status to which most of international law is not required to be applied. However, Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions
of 1949 does apply, and you note the last paragraph of Article 3 provides
a means whereby the parties to the conflict may agree to implement some
or all of the other articles of the Conventions without affecting the
legal status of the rebels.
During the second conference hour the instructor will point
up reasons why the loyalist government and its allies would be welladvised to apply the guidance of international law even though not required to do so, irrespective of whether the rebels reciprocate.
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SECOND HOUR -- CONDUCT OF HOSTILITIES -- ARTICLE 3 -STAW"S OF PARTICIPANTS
IN JNSURGENCY WARFARE

Durin g the secon d hour the instru ctor will examine the releva
nce
of law to the actua l condu ct of hosti lities , bring out the
detai ls of
Artic le 3 and study the statu s, or varia tions on statu s,
of
possi ble partic ipant s in an insurg ency and inter nal defen the many
se/in terna l
develo pment opera tion.
He will point out the dedic ation of the Unite d State s to
the rule
of law and our polic y of adher ing to the guida nce afford
ed by intern ation al
law. This polic y is carrie d out even in the adver se condi
tions pecul iar
to insurg ency and inter nal defen se/int ernal develo pment
opera tions despi te
the fact that there is nothin g in intern ation al law aside
from Artic le 3
which regul ates, in self-e xecut ing fashio n, the condu ct
of hosti lities
by or again st insur gents .
I.

ARTICLE

3

PROVISIONS

The instru ctor will give close atten tion to Artic le 3, what
its
vario us provi sions mean, and what exper ience has shown about
the usefu lness of this artic le. LArti cle 3 is set out in Appendix
6 of this study
guide~ The princ ipal provi sions of the Artic le
which will be discu ssed
are:
1.

The reQui remen t of "Qua rter,"

2.

Tortu re prohi bited ,

3. Hosta ge-tak ing prohi bited ,

4.

Degra dation prohi bited ,

5.

Punish ment in absen ce of fair trial prohi bited ,

6. Right of interc essio n by huma nitari an (nonp olitic al) organ ization secur ed.
II.

STAW"S OF PARTICIPANTS

The remai nder of the hour will be devot ed to the statu s
of parti cipan ts. The partic ipant s involv ed are the rebel fight er,
osten Sibly
passi ve bysta nders , loyal ist govern ment agent s (polic e,
armed force s,
polit ical offic ials) , foreig n volun teers or members of foreig
n armed
force s sent to aid eithe r the rebel s or the loyal ists.
Discu ssion of
the follow ing seven fact situa tions will illus trate the
legal statu s
of these parti cipan ts. Be famil iar with these situa tions
and formu late
possi ble answe rs to them befor e coming to class .
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A.

The Insurgent Not in Uniform.

1. Suppose an insurgent in a civil war is captured by the
government forces. He is dressed as a pedicab operator and when seized
had just placed explosives in a government army barracks. He did it
because he thought the government was oppressive and he joined the insurgents for patriotic reasons. What is his legal status from the viewpoint of the established government?
B.

The Insurgent in Uniform.

2. If the insurgent in problem No.1 had been wearing a
fixed, distinctive sign recognizable at a distance, bore his arms
openly, and was part of an organized unit, would he have the right to
be treated more leniently by the government?
C.

Private Foreigners Assisting the Insurgents.

3. It is possible that foreigners may be attracted to the
insurgents' cause for a number of reasons. Consider these foreigners
to be acting in their private capacity, without authorization from their
government. Are they treated any differently from the national insurgent
when captured?
D.

Members of a Foreign Military Force Helping the Insurgents.

4. Suppose members of a foreign military force are sent by
their government to assisttte insurgents as advisors and instructors.
Must they be treated any differently than a private foreigner who
volunteers to do the same thing?
E.

Members of a Foreign Military Force Helping the Established
Government.

5. A foreign government, such as the United States, may, on
occasion, send its troops to assist an established government put down
an insurgency movement. What is the status of these forces in relation
to the established government? Here note Appendix 7 for variations on
the possible answer to this question.
F.

Persons Captured by Insurgents.

6. It is inevitable that some persons engaged in counterinsurgency activities will be captured by the insurgents. What is their
status when so captured?
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G.

The American Soldier in Internal Defense/Internal Development Operations.

7. Situation No.5 has discussed the relationship between the
American force and the established government it is assisting. What is
the legal relationship between the American soldier and his own government?
Here note Appendices 8 and 9.
III.

QUESTIONS ON THE VALUE OF LAW IN INWRNAL DEFENSE/INTERNAL
DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONS

A. Don't people in these kinds of operations do just about what
they please?
Suggested Answer. It depends on what people you are talking about.
The American Army does not. It is one thing to violate a law in ignorance
of it. It is quite another thing for an American officer to violate it
knowingly and on his own initiative. The latter course is fraught with
the gravest consequences to his career. He is not an authoritarian. He
acts within a legal framework. He did not get his authority as an officer
from buying a uniform at the PX. His authority is based on law. FM 27-10,
the Geneva Conventions, the Uniform Code of Military Justice and the local
status of forces agreement all represent orders from the highest echelons
of our government.
Che Guevara, in his book, La Guerra De Guerrillas,27 points out
that the captives of guerrillas should be treated well in order to
persuade them, and the world community, of the "correctness" of the
rebel cause. He emphasizes the value to the rebel cause to conduct
operations in as humane a manner as possible so as to gain world sympathy.
If the rebels realize this cardinal point, we should also.
B.

If it is necessary to break a law, won't it be broken?

Suggested Answer. "Necessary by whose judgment?" is the real
question. Para. 3, FM 27-10 states that "Military necessity has been
generally rejected as a defense for acts forbidden by the customary and
conventional laws of war inasmuch as the latter have been developed and
formed with consideration for the concept of military necessity." A
concept which permits a law to be broken when it gets in the way is
Kriegsraison, a German doctrine which the World War II War Crimes Trials
condemned and our own law has always emphatically disavowed. (U.S. v.
Von Leeb, XI Trials of War Criminals 541; para. 3, FM 27-1Q). Necessity
in such cases rapidly degenerates to expediency, and "neces'si ty" becomes
the victim of the subjective judgment of each individual.
27.

Translated in Army, March - May 1961.
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C. How can anyone expect a person fighting in the jungle to pull
out a law book and see if he can shoot the fellow shooting at him.

Suggested Answer. No one expects that. There is little law which
protects one armed fighter against another armed fighter. What we have
been discussing for the most part is the protection of helpless persons,
not those still fighting. Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions deals
with the helpless persons who have been wounded or captured. Even the
distinction between insurgency and belligerency is, for our purposes,
meaningful only after an enemy is rendered helpless.

D. Is not the effect of law in counterinsurgency being overemphasized?
Suggested Answer. That all depends on what you expect the law
in any field to accomplish. Law here can give purpose and direction to
an internal defense/internal development operation. In civil actions it
is indispensable. In military actions the law is neither a myth on the
one hand, nor a panacea on the other, but just one standard among many
which can be used to make the contest one more worthy of men than of
animals. The professional soldier has also other standards, such as the
principles of discipline inherent in a civilized army. This all works
toward one end, the eradication of unnecessary suffering and destruction.
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APPENDIX 1

PEACE CORPS PROGRAM WITH LIBERIA (12 March 1962)
The American Ambassador to the Liberian Secretary of State
Monrovia, March 5, 1962
Excellency:
I have the honor to refer to recent conversations between representatives of our two governments and to propose the following understandings with respect to the men and women of the United States of
America who volunteer to serve in the Peace Corps and who, at the
request of your Government, would live and work for periods of time
in Liberia.
1.
The Government of the United States will furnish such
Peace Corps Volunteers as may be requested by the Government of Liberia
and approved by the Government of the United States to perform mutually
agreed tasks in Liberia. The Volunteers will work under the immediate
supervision of governmental or private organizations in Liberia designated
by our two governments. The· Government of the United States will provide
training to enable the Volunteers to perform more effectively these
agreed tasks.
2.
The Government of Liberia will accord equitable treatment
to the Volunteers and their property; afford them full aid and protection,
including treatment no less favorable than that accorded generally to
nationals of the United States residing in Liberia; and fully inform,
consult and cooperate with representatives of the Government of the
United States with respect to all matters concerning them. The Government of Liberia will exempt the Volunteers from all taxes on payments
which they receive to defray their living costs and on income from
sources outside Liberia, from all customs duties or other charges on
their personal property introduced into Liberia for their own use at
or about the time of their arrival, and from all other taxes or other
charges (including immigration fees) except license fees and taxes and
other charges included in the prices of equipment, supplies and services.
3.
The Government of the United States will provide the Volunteers with such limited amounts of equipment and supplies as our two
governments may agree are needed to enable the Volunteers to perform
their tasks effectively. The Government of Liberia will exempt from all
taxes, customs duties and other charges, all equipment and such supplies
introduced into or acquired in Liberia by the Government of the United
States, or any contractor financed by it, for use hereunder.
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4. To enable the Government of the United states to discharge
its responsibilities under this agreement, the Government of Liberia
will receive a representative of the Peace Corps and such staff of the
representative and such personnel of United states private organizations
performing functions hereunder under contract to the Government of the
United states as are acceptable to the Government of Liberia.
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APPENDIX 2

ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AGREE~~NT WITH
ECUADOR (17 APRIL 1962)
Whereas the Government of the United States of America and the
Government of the Republic of Ecuador desire to join in an Alliance for
Progress based upon self-help, mutual effort and common sacrifice,
designed to help satisfy the wants of the people of Latin America for
better homes, work, land, health and schools.
Whereas the Act of Bogota recommended that there should be established an Inter-American program for social development directed to
carrying out measures for improving rural living, land use, housing,
community facilities, educational systems, training facilities, and public
health, and for the mobilization of domestic resources .•..
Now, therefore, the Government of the United States of America
and the Government of the Republic of Ecuador hereby agree as follows:
Article 1. To assist the Government of the Republic of Ecuador
in its national development and in its efforts to achieve economic
and social progress through effective use of its own resources and other
measures of self-help, the Government of the United States of America
will furnish such economic, technical and related assistance as may
hereafter be requested by representatives of appropriate agencies of
the Government of the Republic of Ecuador and approved by representatives
of the agency or agencies designated by the Government of the United States
of America to administer its responsibilities hereunder. Such assistance
shall be made available in accordance with written arrangements agreed
upon between the above-mentioned representatives.
Article II. To foster its economic and social progress, the
Government of the Republic of Ecuador will make the full contribution
permitted by its resources and general economic condition to its development program and to programs and operations related thereto, including
those conducted pursuant to this Agreement, and will give full information to the people of Ecuador concerning programs and operations hereunder ....
Article III. The Government of the Republic of Ecuador will
receive a special mission and its personnel to discharge the responsibilities of the Government of the United States of America hereunder and will
consider this special mission and its personnel as part of the diplomatic
mission of the Government of the United States of America in Ecuador
for the purpose of receiving the privileges and immunities accorded to
that mission and its personnel of comparable rank.

*

*

*
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APPENDIX 3
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE BRAZILIAN
NORTHEAST (13 APRIL 1962)
Whereas the Government of the United States of Brazil has recognized the improvement of the critical economic and social conditions
in Northeast Brazil as an urgent problem requiring priority attention
both through immediate measures and through a long-term development
program, and has taken important steps to meet the problem by creating
an agency, the Superintendency of the Development of the Northeast
(SUDENE), which has been empowered to coordinate Brazil's programs
for the Northeast, and which has produced a master plan which has been
approved by the Brazilian Congress and given initial financial support
by the Government of the United States of Brazil:
Whereas the Government of the United States of America shares
the view of the Government of the United states of Brazil that the
problems of the Northeast require urgent attention, and has sent a
survey team to Brazil which has studied the problems of the Northeast
and has submitted to the United states Government a report containing
its recommendations for financial and technical assistance for the
purpose of aiding in their solution, and is prepared to support the
efforts of the Government of the United states of Brazil in the Northeast through measures based upon certain of those recommendations;
Whereas such cooperation, by combining the self-help efforts and
reform measures of the Government of the United states of Brazil with
the economic, technical and related assistance from the Government
of the United states of America, will directly further the objectives
of the Charter of Punta del Este and will be an important step in
carrying out the Alliance for Progress;
Now, therefore, the Government of the United states of America
and the Government of the United states of Brazil hereby agree as follows:
Article I

Programs

In accordance with Article III and IV hereof the Government of
the United states of America will supplement the efforts of the Government of the United states of Brazil:
A.
In carrying out a program of immediate action projects
intended to achieve speedy results in meeting some of the most urgent
needs of the people of Northeast Brazil. These projects, designed to
produce immediate benefit, are of the type included in the survey team
report or the SUDENE master plan, or which may be mutually agreed to.
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It is estimated that these projects will require expenditures totaling
the equivalent of approximately $58,000,000 or the equivalent of
approximately Cr$18,400,000,000 from Brazilian and external sources.
B.
In undertaking at the same time the financing of the first
two years of long-term development projects for the years 1962-1966
intended to improve fundamentally the ability of the Northeast and its
residents to provide for themselves a better standard of living and to
advance the economic integration of the Northeast with the rest of Brazil.
The purpose of these projects, which are to be of the type included in
the survey team report or the SUDENE master plan, or which may be mutually
agreed to, will be accomplished through measures such as the counteracting
of drought conditions through fuller use of available water supplies in
the interior, improvement of roads, development of electrical power,
expansion of primary and vocational education, health and sanitation,
assistance to agricultural production, marketing and distribution,
fisheries, and through studies and research concerning the resource
potentials of the area. It is estimated that these projects will require
expenditures for the long-term period totalling the equivalent of
approximately $692,000,000 or the equivalent of approximately
Cr$220,000,000,000 from Brazilian and external sources. In addition,
activities are contemplated to promote the accelerated development of
areas adjacent to the Northeast in order to create economic opportunities
for people from the Northeast. Expenditures for the first two years
(1962-1963) are estimated to total the equivalent of approximately
$216,000,000 or the equivalent of approximately Cr$68,700,OOO,000 from
Brazilian and external sources.
Article II

Administration

The two Governments recognize that effective cooperation in the
administration of these projects requires clear designation of
coordinating and operating responsibility on both sides. Accordingly,
A.
The Government of the United states of America designates
the Agency of International Development (USAID) to carry out its
responsibilities under these projects and will establish a special
office in the Northeast area for this purpose with the necessary staff
and facilities. USAID·may sign agreements for individual projects with
SUDENE or other appropriate agencies or organizations in accordance
with applicable regulations.
B.
The Government of the United states of Brazil is represented
by SUDENE in accordance with the terms of Law No. 3.692, December 15,
1959, and Law No. 3.995, January 15, 1962, in the coordination of programs in Northeast Brazil. In the terms of this and related legislation,
SUDENE is authorized to enter into projects and other agreements including
loan agreements, to carry out specific projects. Activities under
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these projects may be administered by SUDENE or by such other agency
or organization as may be mutually agreed. In such cases as may
be designated by the Government of the United states of Brazil, other
agencies may be authorized to enter into project and other agreements
under this Agreement directly with USAID and be authorized to
receive loans or grants.
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APPENDIX 4
U. S. TREATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS (5 UST)

MUTUAL DEFENCE ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND
THE GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN
The Government of the United States of America and the Government
of Paki stan,
Desiring to foster international peace and security within the
framework of the Charter of the United Nations l through measures which
will further the ability of nations dedicated to the purposes and
principles of the Charter to participate effectively in arrangements
for individual and collective self-defence in support of those purposes
and prinCiples;
Reaffirming their determination to give their full co-operation
to the efforts to provide the United Nations with armed forces as contemplated by the Charter and to participate in United Nations collective
defence arrangements and measures, and to obtain agreement on universal
regulation and reduction of armaments under adequate guarantee against
violation or evasion;
Taking into consideration the support which the Government of
the United States has brought to these principles by enacting the Mutual
Defence Assistance Act of 1949, as amended,2 and the Mutual Security
Act of 1951, as amended;3
Desiring to set forth the conditions which will govern the furnishing of such assistance;
Have agreed:

1.

Treaty Series 993; 59 Stat. 1031.

2.

63 Stat. 714; 22 U.S.C. § 1571 note.

3.

65 Stat. 373; 22 U.S.C. § 1651 note.
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ARTICLE I

1.
The Government of the United states will make available
to the Government of Pakistan such equipment, materials, services or
other assistance as the Government of the United States may authorize
in accordance with such terms and conditions as may be agreed. The
furnishing and use of such assistance shall be consistent with the
Charter of the United Nations. Such assistance as may be made
available by the Government of the United States pursuant to this
Agreement will be furnished under the provisions and subject to all the
terms, conditions and termination provisions of the Mutual Defence
Assistance Act of 1949 and the Mutual Security Act of 1951, acts amendatory or supplementary thereto, appropriation acts thereunder, or any
other applicable legislative provisions. The two Governments will,
from time to time, negotiate detailed arrangements necessary to carry
out the provisions of this paragraph.
2.
The Government of Pakistan will use this assistance
exclusively to maintain its internal security, its legitimate self-defence,
or to permit it to participate in the defence of the area, or in United
Nations collective security arrangements and measures, and Pakistan
will not undertake any act of aggression against any other nation.
The Government of Pakistan will not, without the prior agreement of
the Government of the United States, devote such assistance to purposes
other than those for which it was furnished.

3.
Arrangements will be entered into under which equipment and
materials furnished pursuant to this Agreement and no longer required
or used exclusively for the purposes for which originally made
available will be offered for return to the Government of the United
States.

4. The Government of Pakistan will not transfer to any person
not an officer or agent of that Government,or to any other nation,
title to or possession of any equipment, materials, property, information,
or services received under this Agreement, without the prior consent
of the Government of the United States.
5.
The Government of Pakistan will take such security measures
as may be agreed in each case between the two Governments in order to
pre'~ent the disclosure or compromise of classified military articles,
services, or information furnished pursuant to this Agreement.
6. Each Government will take appropriate measures consistent
with security to keep the public informed of operations under this
Agreement.
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7.
The two Governments will establish procedures whereby the
Government of Pakistan will so deposit, segregate or assure title to
all funds allocated to or derived from any programme of assistance
undertaken by the Government of the United States so that such funds
shall not, except as may otherwise be mutually agreed, be subject
to garnishment, attachment, seizure or other legal process by any
person, firm, agency, corporation, organization or government.
ARTICLE II

The two Governments will, upon request of either of them,
negotiate appropriate arrangements between them relating to the exchange
of patent rights and technical information for defence which will
expedite such exchanges and at the same time protect private interests
and maintain necessary security safeguards.
ARTICLE III

1.
The Government of Pakistan will make available to the Government of the United States rupees for the use of the latter Government
for its administrative and operating expenditures in connection with
carrying out the purposes of this Agreement. The two Governments
will forthwith initiate discussions with a view to determining the amount
of such rupees and to agreeing upon arrangements for the furnishing
of such funds.
2.
The Government of Pakistan will, except as may otherwise
be mutually agreed, grant duty-free treatment on importation or exportation and exemption from internal taxation upon products, property,
materials or equipment imported into its territory in connection with
this Agreement or any similar Agreement between the Government of the
United States and the Government of any other country receiving military
assistance.

3. Tax relief will be accorded to all expenditures in Pakistan
by, or on behalf of, the Government of the United States for the common
defence effort, including expenditures for any foreign aid programme
of the United States. The Government of Pakistan will establish procedures satisfactory to both Governments so that such expenditures
will be net of taxes.
ARTICLE IV

1.
The Government of Pakistan will receive personnel of the
Government of the United States who will discharge in its territory
the responsibilities of the Government of the United States under this
Agreement and who will be accorded facilities and authority to observe
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the progress of the assistance furnished pursuant to this Agreement.
Such personnel who are United States nationals, including personnel
temporarily assigned, will; in their relations with the Government
of Pakistan, operate as part of the Embassy of the United States of America
under the direction and control of the Chief of the Diplomatic Mission,
and will have the same privileges and immunities as are accorded other
personnel with corresponding rank of the Embassy of the United States who
are United States nationals. Upon appropriate notification by the
Government of the United states the Government of Pakistan will grant
full diplomatic status to the senior military member assigned under this
Article and the senior Army, Navy and Air Force officers and their respective
immediate deputies.
2.
The Government of Pakistan will grant exemption from import
and export duties on personal property imported for the personal use
of such personnel or of their families and will take reasonable administrative measures to facilitate and expedite the importation and exportation of the personal property of such personnel and their families.
ARTICLE V
1.

The Government of Pakistan will:

(a) join in promoting international understanding and
goodwill, and maintaining world peace;
(b) take such action as may be mutually agreed upon to
eliminate causes of international tension;
(c) make, consistent with its political and economic
stability, the full contribution permitted by its manpower, resources,
facilities and general economic condition to the development and maintenance of its own defensive strength and the defensive strength of the
free world.
(d) take all reasonable measures which may be needed to
develop its defence capacities; and
(e) take appropriate steps to insure the effective
utilisation of the economic and military assistance provided by the
United states.
2.
(a) The Government of Pakistan will, consistent with the
Charter of the United Nations, furnish to the Government of the United
States, or to such other governments as the Parties hereto may in each
case agree upon, such equipment, materials, services or other assistance
as may be agreed upon in order to increase their capacity for individual
and collective self-defence and to facilitate their effective participation in the United Nations system for collective security.

(b) In conformity with the principle of mutual aid,
the Government of Pakistan will facilitate the production and transfer to the Government of the United states, for such period of time,
in such quantities and upon such terms and conditions as may be
agreed upon, of raw and semI-processed materials required by the
United states as a result of deficiencies or potential deficiencies
in its own resources, and which may be available in Pakistan. Arrangements for such transfers shall give due regard to reasonable requirements
of Pakistan for domestic use and commercial export.
ARTICLE VI
In the interest of their mutual security the Government of
Pakistan will co-operate with the Government of the United states in
taking measures designed to control trade with nations which threaten
the maintenance of world peace.
ARTICLE VII
1.
This Agreement shall enter into force on the date of signature and will continue in force until one year after the receipt by
either party of written notice of the intention of the other party to
terminate it, except that the provisions of Article I, paragraphs 2
and 4, and arrangements entered into under Article I, paragraphs 3, 5
and 7, and under Article II, shall remain in force unless otherwise
agreed by the two Governments.
2.
The two Governments will, upon the request of either of
them, consult regarding any matter relating to the application or amendment of this Agreement.

3.

This Agreement shall be registered with the Secretariat of
the United Nations.
Done in two copies at Karachi the 19th day of May one thousand nine
hundred and fifty four.
For the Government
of Pakistan

For the Government
of the
United States of America

ZAFRULIA KHAN

JOHN K EMMERSON

Minister of Foreign
Affairs and Commonwealth
Relations

Charge d'Affaires a.i.,
of the
United States of America
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APPENDIX 5
NICARAGUA--MILITARY MISSION--NOV. 19, 1953

(4

UST)

Agreement between the Government of the United states of America
and the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua.
In conformity with the request of the Government of the Republic
of Nicaragua to the Government of the United states of America, the
President of the United states of America has authorized the appointment of officers and noncommissioned officers to constitute a United
states Army Mission, hereinafter referred to as Mission, to the Republic of Nacaragua under the conditions specified below:
TITLE I
Purpose and Duration
Article 1. The purpose of this Mission is to cooperate with the
Ministry of War, Navy and Aviation of the Republic of Nicaragua and
officials of the Nicaraguan National Guard, and to enhance the efficiency
of the Nicaraguan National Guard in matters of training, organisation and
administration. The members of the Mission are, in the exercise of
their functions, obliged to use the Spanish language.
Article 2. This Agreement shall enter into effect on the date of
signing thereof by the accredited representatives of the Government of
the United States of America and the Government of the Republic of
Nicaragua.
Article 3.

This Agreement may be terminated in the following

manner:
(a) By either of the Governments, subject to three months' written
notice to the other Government;
(b) By recall of the entire personnel of the Mission by the Government of the United States of America or at the request of the Government
of the Republic of Nicaragua, in the public interest of either country,
without necessity of compliance with provision (a) of this Article.
Article 4. This Agreement is subject to cancellation upon the
initiative of either the Government of the United states of America
or the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua in case either country
becomes involved in foreign or domestic hostilities.
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TITLE II
Composition and personnel
Article 5. This Mission shall consist of a Chief of Mission
and such other personnel of the United states Army as may be agreed
upon by the Department of the Army of the United states of America
and by the Ministry of War, Navy and Aviation of the Republic of
Nicaragua. The individuals to be assigned to the Mission shall be those
agreed upon by the Ministry of War, Navy and Aviation of the Republic
of Nicaragua or its authorized representative and by the Department
of the Army of the United states of America or its authorized representative.
Article 6. Any member of the Mission may be recalled at any
time by the Government of the United states of America provided a
replacement with equivalent qualifications if furnished unless it is
mutually agreed between the Department of the Army of the United states
of America and the Ministry of War, Navy and Aviation of the Republic
of Nicaragua that no replacement is required.
TITLE III
Duties, Rank and Precedence
Article 7. The personnel of the Mission shall perform such
duties as may be agreed upon between the Minister of War, Navy and
Aviation of the Republic of Nicaragua and the Chief of Mission, except
they shall not have command functions.
Article 8. In carrying out their duties, the members of the Mission
shall be responsible to the Minister of War, Navy and Aviation of the
Republic of Nicaragua and this responsibility shall be enforced through
the Chief of Mission.
Article 9. Each member of the Mission shall serve on the Mission
in the rank he holds in the United States Army, and shall wear the uniform and insignia of the United States Army, but shall have precedence
over all Nicaraguan officers of the same rank, except the Commander of
the Nicaraguan National Guard.
Article 10. Each member of the Mission shall be entitled to all
benefits and privileges which the laws and regulations of the Nicaraguan
National Guard provide for Nicaraguan officers and noncommissioned
officers of corresponding rank.
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TITLE IV

Privileges and Immunities
Article 11. Members of the Mission and their dependents, while
stationed in Nicaragua, shall have the right to import, export, possess
and use currency of the United states of America and to possess and use
the currency of the Republic of Nicaragua.
Article 12. Mission members shall be immune from the civil
jurisdiction of Nicaraguan courts for acts or omissions arising out of
the performance of their official duties. Claims of residents of the
Republic of Nicaragua arising out of acts or omissions of members of
the Mission shall be submitted to the Chief of Mission for appropriate
disposition. Settlements of such claims by the Government of the United
States of America shall operate as a complete release to both the Government of the United States of America and the Mission member concerned
from liability for damages arising out of such acts or omissions.
Determination as to whether an act or omission arose out of the performance of official duties shall be made by the Chief of Mission.
Article 13. The personnel of the Mission and the members of their
families shall be governed by the disciplinary regulations of the United
States Army.
Article 14. Mission members, whether they be accredited or nonaccredited, or on temporary duty, shall not be subject to any tax or
assessments now or hereafter in effect, of the Government of the Republic
of Nicaragua or of any of its political or administrative subdivisions.
TITLE V

Compensation and Perquisites
Article 15. The members of the Mission shall receive from the
Government of the Republic of Nicaragua such net annual compensation,
expressed in United States currency, as may be established by agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the
Government of the Republic of Nicaragua for each member of the Mission.
This compensation shall be paid in twelve (12) equal
monthly installments, payable within the first five days of the month
following the day it is due. Payments may be made in Nicaraguan national
currency and when so made shall be computed at the rate of exchange in
Managua most favorable to the Mission member on the date on which due.
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The compensation provided herein, and any which the
members of the Mission may receive from the Government of the United
states of America, shall not be subject to any tax, now or hereafter
in effect, of the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua or of any of
its political or administrative subdivisions. Should there, however,
at present or while this Agreement is in effect, be any taxes that might
affect this compensation, such taxes shall be borne by the Government
of the Republic of Nicaragua in order to comply with the provision of
this Article that the compensation shall be net.
Article 16. The compensation agreed upon as indicated in the
preceding Article shall commence upon the date of departure from the
United States of America of each member of the Mission and, except
as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, shall continue,
following the termination of duty with the Mission, for the return
trip to the United States of America. Compensation shall be paid
for unused accrued leave at time of termination of duty and prior to
departure from Nicaragua.
Article 17. The compensation due for the period of the return
trip shall be paid to a detached member of the Mission before his departure
from the Republic of Nicaragua and such payment shall be computed for
travel by the shortest usually travelled route, regardless of the route
and method of travel used by the member of the Mission.
Article 18. Each member of the Mission and his family shall be
furnished by the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua with first
class accomodations for travel, via the shortest usually travelled
route, required and performed under this Agreement, between the port
of embarkation in the United States of America and his official residence
in Nicaragua, both for the o\ltward and for the return trip. The
Government of the Republic of Nicaragua shall also pay all expenses
of shipment of household goods, baggage and automobile of each member
of the Mission between the port of embarkation in the United States
of America and his official residence in Nicaragua as well as all
expenses incidental to the transportation of such household goods,
baggage and automobile from Nicaragua to the port of entry in the United
States of America. Transportation of such household goods, baggage and
automobile shall be effected in one shipment, and all subsequent shipments shall be at the expense of the respective member of the Mission,
except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or when such shipments
are necessitated by circumstances beyond his control. Payment of
expenses for the transportation of families, household goods and
automobiles in the case of personnel who may join the Mission for temporary duty at the request of the Minister of War, Navy and Aviation of
the Republic of Nicaragua shall be determined by negotiations between the
Department of the Army of the United States of America, or its authorized
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representative, and the Ministry of War, Navy and Aviation of the
Republic of Nicaragua or its authorized representative, at such time
as the detail of personnel for such temporary duty may be agreed upon.
Article 19. Should the services of any member of the Mission be
terminated by the Government of the United States of America for any
reason whatsoever prior to completion of two years of service as a member of the Mission, the cost of the return to the United States of
America of such member, his family, baggage, household goods, and
automobile shall not be borne by the Government of the Republic of
Nicaragua, nor shall the expenses connected with transporting the
replacing member to his station in Nicaragua, except the cost of shipment
of his automobile, be borne by the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua.
Article 20. The personal and household goods, baggage and automobiles of members of the Mission, as well as articles imported by the
members of the mission for their personal use and for the use of members
of their families or for official use of the Mission, shall be exempt
from import taxes, custom duties, inspections and restrictions of any
kind by the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua and allowed free
entry and egress upon request of the Chief of Mission. This provision
is applicable to all personnel of the Mission whether they be accredited
or non-accredited members, or on temporary duty. The rights and privileges accorded under this Article shall in general be the same as those
accorded diplomatic personnel of the United states Embassy in Nicaragua.
Article 21. Compensation for transportation and travel expenses
incurred during travel performed on official business of the Government
of the Republic of Nicaragua shall be provided by the Government of the
Republic of Nicaragua.
Article 22. The Ministry of War, Navy and Aviation of the Republic of Nicaragua shall provide the Chief of Mission with a suitable
automobile, with chauffeur, for use on official business. Suitable
motor transportation, with chauffeur, shall, on call of the Chief of
Mission, be made available by the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua
for use by the members of the Mission for the conduct of the official
business of the Mission.
Article 23. The Ministry of War, Navy and Aviation of the
Republic of Nicaragua shall provide suitable office space and facilities
for the use of the members of the Mission.
Article 24. If any member of the Mission, or any of his family,
should die in the Republic of Nicaragua, the Government of the Republic
of Nicaragua shall bear the cost of transporting the body to such place
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in the United states of America as the survlvlng members of the family
may decide, but the cost to the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua
shall not exceed the cost of transporting the remains from the place of
decease to New York City. United states military authorities shall
remove and dispose of the remains in accordance with the regulations of
the Department of the Army of the United States of America. Should the
deceased be a member of the Mission, his services with the Government
of the Republic of Nicaragua shall be considered to have terminated
fifteen (15) days after his death. Return transportation to New York
City for the family of the deceased member and for their baggage, household goods and automobile shall be provided as prescribed in Article 18.
All compensation due the deceased member, including salary for fifteen
(15) days subsequent to his death, and reimbursement for expenses and
transportation due the deceased member for travel performed on official
business of the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua, but excluding
compensation for accrued leave and not taken by the deceased, shall be
paid direct to such person as may be authorized or prescribed by United
States Military Law for appropriate disposition. All compensation due
the deceased under the provisions of this Article shall be paid within
fifteen (15) days of the decease of the same member.
TITLE VI
Requisites and Conditions
Article 25. So long as this Agreement is in effect, the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua shall not engage or accept the services
of any personnel of any other foreign government nor of any individual
who is not a citizen of Nicaragua, for duties of any nature connected
with the Nicaraguan National Guard except by prior mutual agreement
between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua.
Article 26. Each member of the Mission shall agree not to divulge
or in any way disclose any classified information of which he may become
cognizant in his capacity as a member of the Mission. This requirement
shall continue in force after the termination of the service with the
Mission and after the cancellation of this Agreement.
Article 27. Throughout this Agreement, the term "family" is
limited to mean wife and dependent children.
Article 28. Each member of the Mission shall be entitled to one
month's annual leave with pay, or to a proportional part thereof with
pay for any fractional part of a year. Unused portions to said leave
shall be cumulative for year to year during service as a member of the
Mission.

,
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Article 29. The leave specified in the preceding Article may be
spent in the Republic of Nicaragua, in the United states of America,
or in any other country, bu~ the expense of travel and transportation
not otherwise provided for in this Agreement shall be borne by the member of the Mission taking such leave. All travel time shall count as
leave and shall not be in addition to the time authorized in the
preceding Article.
Article 30. The Republic of Nicaragua agrees to grant the leave
specified in Article 28 upon receipt of written application, approved by
the Chief of Mission with due consideration for the convenience of the
Government of the Republic of Nicaragua.
Article 31. Members of the Mission who may be replaced shall
terminate their services only upon the arrival of their replacements,
except when otherwise mutually agreed upon in advance as provided in
Article 5.
Article 32. The Government of the Republic of Nicaragua shall
provide suitable medical and dental care to members of the Mission and
their families., In case a member of the Mission becomes ill or suffers
injury, he shall be placed in such hospital and receive the attention of
such doct,ors as the Chief of Mission deems suitable. Such doctors and
hospitals shall normally be chosen from doctors, hospitals and pharmacies, all acceptable to the Chief of Mission which shall have been
designated in advance for regular use by the Ministry of War, Navy and
Aviation of the Republic of Nicaragua in consultation with the Chief of
Mission. All expenses incurred as the result of such illness or
injury while the patient is a member of the Mission and remains in
Nicaragua shall be paid by the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua.
If the hospitalized member is a commissioned officer, he shall pay his
cost of subsistence, but if he is an enlisted man, the cost of subsistence shall be paid by the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua.
Families shall enjoy the same privileges agreed upon in this Article for
members of the Mission, except that a member of the Mission shall in
all cases pay the cost of SUbsistence incident to hospitalization of a
member of his family.
Article 33. Any member of the Mission unable to perform his
duties with the Mission by reason of long-continued physical disability
shall be replaced.
Article 34. It is understood that the personnel of the United
States Army, to be stationed within the territory of the Republic of
Nicaragua under this Agreement, do not and will not comprise any combat
forces.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, Thomas E. Whelan, Ambassador
of the United States of America to Nicaragua, and Oscar Sevilla Sacasa,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Nicaragua, duly authorized
thereto, have signed this Agreement in duplicate, in the English and
Spanish languages, in Managua, this nineteenth day of November, one
thousand nine hundred and fifty three.

APPENDIX 6
ARTICLE 3 GENEVA CONVENTIONS

1949

"In the case of armed conflict not of an international character
occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties,
each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum, the
following provisions:
(1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including
members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed
hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall
in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any adverse distinction
founded on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any
other similar criteria.
To this end the following acts are and shall remain prohibited
at any time and in any place whatsoever with respect to the abovementioned persons.
(a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all
kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture;
(b)

taking hostages;

(c) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating
and degrading treatment;
(d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions
without previous judgement pronounced by a regularly constituted court
affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.
(2) The wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for. An
impartial humanitarian body, such as the International Committee of
the Red Cross, may offer its services to the Parties to the conflict.
The Parties to the conflict should further endeavor to bring into
force, by means of special agreements, all or part of the other provisions
of the present Convention.
The application of the preceding provisions shall not affect legal
status of the Parties to the conflict."
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APPENDIX 7
JURISDICTION OVER OFFENSES BY UNITED STATES FORCES

•

IN KOREA (12 JULY 1950)
Ameri can Embassy, Taejo n, Korea , JUly 12, 1950
The Ameri can Embassy prese nts its compl iments to the Minis
try
of Forei gn Affai rs of the Repub lic of Korea and has the
honor to state
that in the absen ce of a forma l agreem ent defin ing and settin
the respe ctive right s, dutie s and jurisd iction al limit ation g forth
s of the
milit ary force s of the Unite d State s (exce pting the Unite
d State s
Milit ary Advis ory Group to Korea , which is cover ed by the
agreem ent
signe d in Seoul on Janua ry 26, 1950) and the Government
of the Repub lic
of Korea , it is propo sed that exclu sive jurisd iction over
members of
the Unite d State s Milit ary Estab lishm ent in Korea will be
exerc ised
by court s-mar tial of the Unite d State s.
It is furth er propo sed that arres ts of Korea n natio nals
will be
made by Unite d State s force s only in the event Korea n natio
nals are
detec ted in the comm ission of offen ses again st the Unite
d State s force s
or its members. In the event that arres ts of Korea n natio
nals are made
under the circum stance s set forth above , such perso ns will
be deliv ered
to the civil autho rities of the Repub lic of Korea as speed
ily as possi ble.
The Minis try of Forei gn Affai rs and the Government of the
Repub lic
of Korea will under stand that in view of preva iling condi
tions, such as
the infilt ratio n of north Korea ns into the territ ory of
the Repub lic,
Unite d State s force s canno t be subm itted, or instru cted
to submi t, to
the custod y of any but Unite d State s force s. UnlElss requi
red, owing to
the nonex istenc e of local court s, court s of the Unite d State
s force s
will try natio nals of the Repub lic of Korea .
The Ameri can Embassy would be grate ful if the Minis try of
Forei gn Affai rs would confir m, in behal f of the Government
lic of Korea , the above -state d reqUi remen ts regar ding the of the Repubstatu s of the
milit ary force s of the Unite d State s withi n Korea .
Repub lic of Korea , Minis try of Forei gn Affai rs, Taejo n,
July 12, 1950
The Minis try of Forei gn Affai rs of the Repub lic of Korea
prese nts
its compl iment s to the Ameri can Embassy and ackno wledg es
the recei pt
of the Emba ssy's note of July 12, 1950, at Taejo n.
The Minis try has the honor to inform the Ameri can Embassy
that
the Government of the Repub lic of Korea is glad to accep
t the Propo sition s
as set forth in the Emba ssy's note of July 12, 1950, that:

(1) The United states courts-martial may exercise exclusive
jurisdiction over the members of the United states Military Establishment
in Korea;
(2) In the event that arrests
states forces are made necessary when
committed offenses against the United
person will be delivered to the civil
Korea as speedily as practicable; and

of Kore.an nationals by the United
the former are known to have
states forces or its members, such
authorities of the Republic of

(3) The Ministry of Foreign Affairs understands that in view of
prevailing conditions of warfare, the United states forces cannot be
submitted to any but United states forces; and that courts of the United
States forces will not try nationals of the Republic of Korea, unless
re~uested owing to the nonexistence of local courts.
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STATUS OF UNITED STATES FORCES IN LEBANON (6 AUG. 1958)
The military authorities of the United States shall have the sole
right to exercise all criminal and disciplinary jurisdiction over all
persons subject to its military law. The United States undertakes to
maintain discipline over all such persons and to insure full respect
by them for the laws of Lebanon.
No civil action shall be brought in Lebanese courts against any
person subject to the military laws of the United States, and claims
arising out of the acts of any such persons will be referred to a foreign
claims commission of the United States for appropriate disposition.
The forces of the United States, including its members and instrumentalities, shall be exempt from any form of taxation in Lebanon including but not limited to taxation on property, death, inheritance,
estate, gift and income. Property of military forces of the United
States shall be allowed to enter Lebanon without duty or inspection.
Members of the forces of the United States shall be allowed to import
without duty various items for personal use. Mail and packages addressed
to members of the military forces and transmitted through United states
postal facilities shall be allowed free entry without inspection.
Official mail and packages of the military forces of the United States
shall be allowed free entry without inspection and without regard to
method of transmission.
Military forces of the United states shall have the right to take
such measures as they deem necessary to provide adequate security for
their installations, movement of supplies and personnel in. Lebanon.
Outside these installations, military police of the forces of the United
states, subject to such further arrangements as may be made with the
Lebanese authorities, will be used, insofar as such employment is
necessary, to maintain discipline and order among the members of the
United States forces.
The military forces of the United states shall have the right to
make administrative and logistical support movements as required. Large
movements which might disrupt the freedom of movement of the civilian
population will be coordinated with the appropriate Lebanese authorities.
Official vehicles of the forces of the United States shall be distinctly
marked and shall be exempt by the Lebanese Government from registration,
licensing or any tax payable in respect to the use of vehicles on the
roads.
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MUTUAL DEFENSE ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT - VIET-HAM
3 UST 2756 (Dec. 23, 1950) ;
3 UST 4673 (Jan. 19, 1952);
7 UST tl37 (Mar. 1, 1955)
Article IV
To facilitate operations under this agreement, each Government
agrees:
1.
To grant, except when otherwise agreed, duty-free treatment
and exemption from taxation upon importation, exportation, or movement
within Indochina, of products, material or eQuipment furnished by the
United States in connection with this agreement.
2.
To receive within its territory such personnel of the United
States of America as may be reQuired for the purposes of this agreement
and to extend to such personnel facilities freely and fully to carry
out their assigned responsibilities, including observation of the
progress and the technical use made of the assistance granted. Such
personnel will in their relations to the Government of the country to
which they are assigned, operate as part of the diplomatic mission under
the direction and control of the Chief of such missions of the Government
which they are serving.
Annex B
In recognition of the fact that personnel who are nationals of
one country, including personnel temporarily assigned, will in their
relations with the Government of the country to which they are assigned,
operate as part of the Diplomatic Mission of the Government of their
country under the direction and control of the Chief of that Mission,
it is understood, in connection with Article IV, paragraph 2, of the
Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement, that the status of such personnel,
considered as part of the Diplomatic Mission of such other Government,
will be the same as the status of personnel of corresponding rank of
that Diplomatic Mission who are nationals of that country.
The personnel will be divided into 3 categories:
(a) Upon appropriate notification of the other, full diplomatic
status will be granted to the senior military member and the senior
Army, Navy and Air Force officer assigned thereto, and to their respective
immediate deputies.
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(b) The second category of personnel will enjoy privileges
and immunities conferred by international custom, as recognized by
each Government, to certain categories of personnel of the Diplomatic
Missi.on of the other, such as the immunity from civil and criminal
;jurisdiction of the host country, immunity of official papers from
search and seizure, right of free egress, exemption from customs duties
or similar taxes or restrictions in respect of personally owned property
imported into the host country by such personnel for their personal
use and consumption, without prejudice to the existing regulations
on foreign exchange, exemption from internal taxation by the host
country upon salaries of such personnel. Privileges and courtesies
incident to diplomatic status such as diplomatic automobile license
plates, inclusion on the "Diplomatic List", and social courtesies
may be waived by both Governments for this category of personnel.
(c) The third category of personnel will receive the same
status as the clerical personnel of the Diplomatic Mission.

